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New ID in 2016: no digital document anymore
An important decision from the Grand Ducal Cabinet about the Flandrensisian ID. Since
the foundation of Flandrensis every new citizen received a digital ID-card. Actually a
very simple method: an PowerPoint file that they can print and plasticizing for in their
wallet. Sometimes people expected more, but there are a lot of examples of micronations
who produced and sell professional looking documents, but later were victim of
criminals who sell them to ignorant refugees as passports of real existing countries. The
Government is aware of the refugee crisis in Europe and one of our priorities is to avoid
abuse of Flandrensisian documents.
Therefore the Grand Ducal Cabinet decided that from 2016 we will follow the English
system, new citizens will be registered but will not receive automatically a digital file
with an ID. But citizens who want a Flandrensisian ID (there is a new design) can request
one (not an obligation), the Ministry of Internal Affairs will print one and send it by post
for the price of 2,50 FL (exl. shipping). The printed ID’s will have an unique code, with
this method the government avoid that people share the Flandrensisian digital ID and
remain its control on the system.

Flandrensis in 2016 debt-free!
Great news from the Ministry of Finances & Economy. Since the foundation of the National Bank of Flandrensis
(begin 2014) the national dept is reduced with 80%! The forecast of the economists are that the Grand Duchy will be
debt-free in 2016! This was only possible thanks to Minister Gwendolien de Loungville and the corporation with the
Ministry of Culture and the investors.

All Flandrensisians are knights!
By joining our worldwide community our citizens
pledged to protect the earth, respect the environment and
all living things. They share the Flandrensisian believe
that that Antarctica is one of the few places on this planet
to remain relatively untouched by humans and that it
should remain a nature preserve only available for
scientific research well beyond the expiration of the
Antarctic Treaty in 2048.
Therefore the Grand Duke of Flandrensis grants to all
current and future citizens of Flandrensis the title of
Knight in the Order of The Melting Mountain This new
Order symbolizes our fight to protect Antarctica!
This honour is an worldwide initiative of the Grand
Duchy of Flandrensis to create awareness for global
warming and its impact on our world and life.

Flandrensis condemns attacks in Paris
After the horrible attacks in Paris on 13 November 2015 the Flandrensisian Grand Duke send a message to the
Flandrensisian community in France. Luckily, nobody from them or their family were amongst the victims.
“We are shocked by the terrorist attacks in Paris, furious about the barbarian actions of those extremists! We hope
that our micronational friends and fellow Flandrensisians in France and Paris are safe!
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We hope that everything is fine with you and there aren't any friends or family amongst the victims.
Flandrensis is a multicultural micronation with a lot of diversity, we hope that the actions of a few monster will
not influence peoples behavior toward the real Muslim community. Our sympathies go to the French community,
France will have some dark times but you all live in the country of Liberté, égalité, fraternité.”
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Picture: a moment in the story of Flandrensis

Group picture of Flandrensisians during the Brainfreeze Quiz on 10 October 2015
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Exchange rate 1 FL
1,0000 EURO

0,00208 BTC

1, 1157 USD

1,0000 SCP

73,3103 RUB

1,3590 LIR

7,1103 CNY

More information on …

The redaction
Niels Vermeersch, journalist
Marc Van de Leest, assistent

Help to protect Antarctica and support:

Save the Arctic

Antarctic and Southern Ocean Coalition

International Fund for Animal Welfare

Antarctic Ocean Alliance

Whale and Dolphin Conservation
Society
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Het weerbericht
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Wisselkoers 1 FL
1,0000 EURO

0,00208 BTC

1, 1157 USD

1,0000 SCP

73,3103 RUB

1,3590 LIR

7,1103 CNY

Meer info op …

De redactie
Niels Vermeersch, journalist
Marc Van de Leest, assistent

Help Antarctica beschermen en steun:

Save the Arctic

Antarctic and Southern Ocean Coalition

International Fund for Animal Welfare

Antarctic Ocean Alliance

Whale and Dolphin Conservation
Society
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